Hygiene Field
Non Chemical Flying Insect Solutions
Luci Mushi Tora haku

HACCP
Patent No: 6372907

For commercial facilities and restaurants
A4 notebook size

The insecticidal sheet is about 4 times as large as
the insects and the insect storage capacity is up.

Structure that captured insects are
hard to see

An insecticidal sheet is incorporated inside the main
body. As long as you do not look into the insect trap.

Effective area is 30〜40m2

Effective irradiation range varies depending on
the environment, so installing multiple units in one
environment is effective.

Interior design style flying insect trap
application for customer space
Mushi Tora haku could seamlessly integrate into interior space and is ideal for installing
in a place where is customers view areas, such as a wind scrubbing room,
a hospitality area and a shared space. In the kitchen area,
we also recommend haku if it is possible to be a customer visible areas.

Sheets are exchanged once a month
Even in the season when there are few insects,
adhesion of the insecticidal sheet is impaired by
UV irradiation of the insect trap and dust, so we
recommend changing the seat once a month as a
guideline.

Specification
Product Name

Luci Mushi Tora Big

Glue sheet (10 sheets)

Model No.

LMT-BB-B-A-N-B

LMT-S-C

Power consumption

4.2 W

Dimension

W370 / H209 / D162 ㎜

ー
W263 / H194 ㎜

Weight

1.7 kg

ー

Option

Glue sheet (1 sheet)

ー
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Hygiene Field
Non Chemical Flying Insect Solutions
Luci Mushi Tora BIG

HACCP
Patent No: 6372907

For factories and production lines
Effective area is 30〜40m2

Effective irradiation range varies depending on
the environment, so installing multiple units in one
environment is effective.

Sheets are exchanged once a month
Even in the season when there are few insects,
adhesion of the insecticidal sheet is impaired by
UV irradiation of the insect trap and dust, so we
recommend changing the seat once a month as a
guideline.
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Specification
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Product Name

Luci Mushi Tora Big

Glue sheet (10 sheets)

Model No.

LMT-CC-B

LMT-S-C

Power consumption 3.4 W
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Luci Mushi Tora BIG

ー

Dimension

W334 / H340 / D51 ㎜

W263 / H194 ㎜

Weight

2.8 kg

ー

Option

Glue sheet (1 sheet)

ー

カ

Change the glue paper

Luci Mushi Tora

Hygiene Field
Non Chemical Flying Insect Solutions
Luci Mushi Tora

HACCP
Patent No: 6372907

For factories and production lines

Possible to application for any spaces

As the super thin design, it could be installed effectively
and flexible even narrow space near the insects source.
That is difficult to install with conventional fluorescent light trap.

Effective area is 30〜40m2

Effective irradiation range varies depending on
the environment, so installing multiple units in one
environment is effective.
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Professional lighting provider achieved 3 innovation

360û light
Highly catch performance
with 360 degree light
distribution

not required

postcard size

Easy installation without
construction and easy
way to add it everywhere

Compact size with new
ultra thin experience
25mm with 100%
Japanese technology

Sheets are exchanged once a month
Even in the season when there are few insects,
adhesion of the insecticidal sheet is impaired by
UV irradiation of the insect trap and dust, so we
recommend changing the seat once a month as a
guideline.

Specification
Product Name

Luci Mushi Tora

Glue sheet (10 sheets)

Model No.

LMT-AA-A-A

LMT-S-A

Power consumption

2.9 W

ー

Dimension

W160 / H100 / D25 ㎜

W130 / H90 ㎜

Weight

280 g

ー

Option

Glue sheet (1 sheet)

ー
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